
On Wednesday 15th July, sixteen of us unlocked lockdown and escaped to the country....  oh, dear I've been watching too much 

telly!   

 

Jill Davis had kindly arranged our first outing in four months to visit  

Houghton Hall and view the Anish Kapoor sculpture Exhibition.  

 

Risk assessments were sent to all and duly read, picnics prepared, macs and brollies packed and we all headed off travelling 

independently by car to Houghton. 

I arrived quite early to find the gates not yet open but already there were long queues of cars waiting to get in.     

As the gates opened car by car, we entered the estate slowly driving along a magnificent tree lined drive passing whitewashed 

workmen’s cottages along the way.  Over the cattle grid and a bit further the vista opened and the wonderful hall came into 

view with a large herd of white deer grazing in the park. 

 

As we parked our cars it was really funny to hear friends say ' Oh it's you ,  I didn't recognise you with such long hair '.  Four 

months seemed like an age and it was great to see familiar faces again , socially distancing of course and sadly no hugs. 

 

We entered the grounds through the courtyard and after a minute or two some of the sculptures came into view. 

 Blocks of granite, sandstone, limestone and onyx , carved and crafted but... untitled , so one had to draw their own vision of 

what they represented.  

Personally, for me, who knows very little about sculpture, I was more interested in the creation of the stone, in particular the 

onyx which had wonderfully rich colours running through and it was so beautifully smooth and shiny. I never did determine what 

it represented though. I'm such a philistine! But I'm learning at least to appreciate something different. 

 

The centrepiece of the exhibition was a huge stainless-steel circular concave Sky mirror standing about 30 feet high and which 

reflected the sky and clouds in it.  It was quite mesmerising watching the picture slowly change as the clouds moved across it 

and as I stood slightly to one side it became a 3D effect.... Really really clever and truly a splendid piece of art. 

In all there were 13 art works in the exhibition plus 12 permanent ones created by such names as Stephen Cox, Richard Long and 

Henry Moore to name a few. 

 

The Stone Hall was also open and other pieces displayed there namely more round mirrors of varying colours hung to reflect the 

beautifully carved ceiling in the hall. They were certainly different to anything I have seen before with beautiful radiant colours. 

 

I don't know how far we walked but it was a long long way but well worth it and we found time to have a picnic before the rain 

came. Wherever we wandered we saw someone from U3A and would give them a little wave just like school kids so I can 

imagine how it has been for some them returning to school after missing their friends for so long.  

IF YOU HAVEN'T GROWN UP BY THE AGE 70, YOU DON'T HAVE TO, JUST ENJOY LIFE.         

 

The day was finished off by a visit to the walled garden, raining slightly but it didn't seem to matter we had had a really lovely 

day out and for those of you that love your gardens this a worth a visit too. Blooms of every colour, shape and size and 

wonderful fragrances.      Thank you, Jill.          Report by Jenny Bargh  

                                       

Addie admiring Sophia  Henry Moore’s Mother and child Water flame in the walled garden 


